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#TotalShutDowns 

Total Shutdowns have become supersized service delivery protests - a 

response to the desire to stage large, coordinated protests that attract the 

attention of the media and politicians through high-profile protests. Initially, 

the tag addressed gender-based violence in the Western Cape, spreading to 

broader security concerns, and was used prominently in a series of 

Johannesburg protests late last year, centring around security and job 

creation (www.sabcnews.com, www.municipaliq.co.za). The tag has now 

morphed into large pre-election protests - in Alexandra, Tshwane 

(twitter.com) and some smaller communities, like Orange Grove in 

Johannesburg. This Personality profile considers why they are significant. 

#SavvyProtesters 

Total Shutdowns typically close off an area through marches and traffic closures (www.thesouthafrican.co). As 

an emerging phenomenon, they are significant in that: 

1. They hark back to anti-apartheid imagery and vernacular, often with posters and flyers - this is 

important in that it gives protesters a sense of the moral high ground. Essentially it's a brand, but one that - 

for now - arguably packs more punch than a simple "service delivery protest". 

2. They are high-profile, media-savvy, co-ordinated protests - not simple, localised and almost 

spontaneous outbursts; to this end, they make demands clear (if broad), and usually have a 

coordinator/coordinating committee to engage with, but have often reached a point of pronounced conflict 

by the time they erupt, requiring high-level engagement (consider how Alex protesters rejected 

Johannesburg's City Manager, for instance). 

3.  They can be highly disruptive - by definition these protests are intended to be disruptive and typically 

last over a period of days and even weeks, usually interfering with commuters, local businesses and 

schooling. In this respect, they are a high-stakes gamble for a community in that they might antagonise 

those who don't support a protest and might result in damaging community infrastructure, as well as 

goodwill. 
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Of course, not all such protests materialise, with a Kensington attempt at a Total Shutdown failing in Cape Town 

two months ago (ewn.co.za). With traction being reached around such protests though, it is likely that the tag, 

and associated phenomena, represent an evolution in service delivery protests that are likely to endure. 
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